Government Price Setting Policies
Government price setting policies may have different names and mechanisms, but all give bureaucrats control over
our medicines and threaten access to treatments and cures. We need policies that will ensure Americans have
access to the best treatments and address high out-of-pocket costs, but government price setting isn’t one of them.
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Government Price Setting Unravels the Uniquely
American Innovation Ecosystem and Could Shift
Research and Development to Other Countries
American research leads the way in medical innovation, because we’ve
built a system of collaboration and partnership, bringing together
private sector scientists with academics and government researchers.
Government price setting would impact vital investments the biopharmaceutical
industry makes in the research ecosystem. Now, more than ever, we need to
support America’s collaborative research ecosystem, not unravel it.

Government Price Setting Puts Politicians in Charge
Prices of medicines in government-controlled markets reflect
political trade-offs.
Government price setting means politicians arbitrarily decide that some patients
and some diseases are worth more than others. We can’t let our medicines be
subject to a political process and priorities that change with elections.

THERE ARE BETTER WAYS

Government price setting policies don’t address
the root cause of the problem or patients’ biggest
concern – rising out-of-pocket costs. There are
better solutions to help patients save money
that wouldn’t upend the health care system or
jeopardize American innovation. Our goal should be
lower out-of-pocket costs and improved access for
patients rather than greater government control.
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